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Hello friends,

This week, an abbreviated newsletter with just the most important
information. The quiz, history and news will return next week. But
we definitely want to keep up with the prayer concerns and notes
of praise in the parish. So here goes ---

● Jeanne Svendson requests your prayers for her niece and
nephew, who have tested positive for Covid recently

● Give thanks to God that Jack Notzen’s recent test results
came back with excellent results!

● Give thanks for the health improvement of Karen Porzak.

● Please pray for all those who mourn the passing of Anglican
Archbishop Desmond Tutu.

● Pray for freedom, justice, and peace in our own land and in
Sudan, South Sudan, Ukraine, Russia, Myanmar, Yemen
and Ethiopia.

● Give thanks for a trio of wonderful Christmas services at
church. We were so blessed by the wonderful music,
beautiful decorations and flowers and the presence of Jesus
in our worship.

● Give thanks for the safe return of the Peterson family to their
winter home in Florida. And pray for all those parishioners



who may be traveling this week - especially the Duers, who
are headed to Colorado.

● And as always – we persist in prayer for all those with
ongoing health (and other) concerns. These include Linda
Purcell; Ann Fischer; Carrol Hercules; Jill Hill; Bill Peterson;
Roberta Butler; Deacon Dan Hughes; Ken and Janie
Jenssen; Kim McDonald; Andreas Kistner; The Bergman
family; Steve Francois; Lian Thian; Scott Garske; Christina
Guzman; Juan and Eloisa Musante; Tracy Grummer; Joe
and Toni Saladino; Peggy and Don; Marge; Levi Tsu and his
family; Molly and her parents - Laura and David; Chris Trotti;
and Bruce Fichte.

That’s it for this week, friends. More to come next week. In the
meantime, God loves you and so do I. You have my deepest wishes
for a safe, healthy and Christ-filled 2022.

Your friend,

Fr. Jim


